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### Overview of the Records

**Repository:** New York State Archives  
**Summary:** This series consists of Commissioner's outgoing correspondence and day books.  
**Creator:** New York (State). Department of Agriculture and Markets. Executive Office  
**Title:** Department of Agriculture and Markets Executive Office Commissioner's day books  
**Quantity:** 2 cubic feet  
**Inclusive Date:** 2007, 2009-2010  
**Series:** B2580

### Arrangement

Chronological

### Scope and Content Note

This series consists of Commissioner's outgoing correspondence and day books.

### Other Finding Aids

**Available at Repository**  
B2580-20: Transfer list.
Use of Records

Access Restrictions
There are no restrictions regarding access to or use of this material.

Administrative Information

Acquisition Information

- B2580-18: This accretion was transferred under RDA 19648 and includes records from transfer list 140004.
- B2580-20: This accretion was transferred under RDA 19648 and includes records from transfer list 110005.

Access Terms

- Marketing
- Public health
- Agriculture--Economic aspects
- Agriculture and state
- Correspondence
- Regulating agriculture
- Protecting public health
- Farm produce--Marketing